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Abstract - COVID-19 has changed the social context, but also our ability to act in it. This new normal also influenced the patterns of alcohol consumption. In this sense, the main goal of this paper is a theoretical analysis of COVID-19 context of sociability of alcohol consumption. The paper analyses the ways of establishing the individual meaningfulness of alcohol consumption. The stratification of collective patterns in the context of a pandemic is analysed and the implications of stratification on future drinking patterns, but also on the potential risks of higher alcoholism rates in the future are theoretically considered. The analysis is based on previous research on the habits of alcohol consumption during quarantine. The rate of alcohol consumption in the studies did not differ significantly from that before quarantine. In some cases, a lower rate of alcohol consumption has been reported. However, the rate of excessive drinking, and socially unregulated drinking, individual drinking, and drinking of a larger number of alcoholic beverages on occasion was on the rise. The theoretical explanation that can be set on the basis of previous research supports the fact that society is responsible for regulating the acceptable alcohol consumption. In the absence of social/cultural influences, an individual consumes alcohol for his own pleasure - it is directed towards himself and not towards society. If this social and value meaningfulness of alcohol consumption is lost, the individual will have a higher risk of developing alcohol dependence. Society is a protective factor in the development of alcohol dependence. During the COVID-19 pandemic, most individuals did not consume alcohol because of the social patterns that that consumption implies (or is an integral part of), but they consumed it because of internal anxiety. The use of alcohol for the purpose of calming the anxiety caused by the pandemic, without an individual reflection on the sociability of alcohol consumption, is a potential public health problem of the future.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic changed the structure of social relations and interactions. In a short period of time, an individual could no longer organize himself in social interaction on the basis of previous common sense patterns. Public health has become a new force in establishing the discourse of alternative forms of social action. Acting in accordance with epidemiological measures has become both normatively and value-wise necessary and desirable. The self-regulation of sociability has changed. However, in a broader social sense, this change necessarily involved changes at lower social levels, i.e. in specific forms of establishing a collective meaning - for example, the collective meaning of certain phenomena that are inseparable from society.
One such phenomenon is alcohol consumption. Alcohol consumption is a social phenomenon, a kind of a social fact that is inseparable from society [1]. Alcohol is consumed within the values and norms established by a certain society. Thus, in order for alcohol to be consumed without imposing stigmas or labels, it is necessary to know at least something about drinking. How, why, how much and where one can drink, what amount of alcohol, what kind of alcohol? All these questions are adopted by man through his daily life, through primary and secondary socialization. Such a social mechanism allows for the social regulation of the potentially harmful effects of alcohol on general population. First of all, social mechanisms are a protective factor that enables ‘enjoying’ while drinking alcohol, but which does not allow and sanction the excessive or (situational) illegal drinking and thus limits the space in which alcoholism can develop.

This social mechanism of alcohol consumption regulation has been historically established. It is based on collective knowledge that has accumulated and determined as a kind of folk wisdom towards drinking. *Bier nach wein trinkt nur schwein, wein nach bier das schmeckt mir* (Only pigs drink beer after wine; beer before wine makes you feel fine); that is a German folk saying that gives a recipe for drinking. This recipe is based on drinking experiences in which beer after wine is not pleasant and often results in greater intoxication and nausea. On the other hand, wine after beer will not produce such an effect. Folk wisdom has thus maintained an important social function in terms of alcohol consumption, and that is its regulation towards socially acceptable (functional) drinking (drinking that may potentially harm the health of an individual but does not harm the health of the social system). It is common sense, everyday knowledge that is transmitted in society and for the sake of society. The function of folk wisdom was to preserve the social system and the community, not the individual. However, this common sense was also based on axiological, i.e. value rationality [2], which, although useful, did not always reveal absolute precision and functionality. That is why common sense knowledge, in general, can claim that: *Common sense, like tradition, preserves folk wisdom and folk nonsense, and the task of science is to distinguish one from the other* [3,4]. Regardless of this digression, folk wisdom about alcohol consumption has fulfilled its social function to a greater or lesser extent depending on the situation or the social dynamics of time.

However, at the time of the corona virus, i.e. the COVID-19 pandemic, common sense knowledge underwent radical changes, primarily because the entire social knowledge about alcohol consumption was related to its sociocultural dimension. Alcohol was part of social meaning formation. Namely, in a social context, a person did not socialize because of alcohol but used alcohol because of the social conditions of situation. This social relationship and the establishments of social solidarity throughout alcohol consumption in the context of COVID-19 are losing its strength. Of course, this does not mean that the social foundations of alcohol consumption have disappeared. They are still used, but they are isolated from the social mechanisms that controls it. This means that for an individual, alcohol consumption still makes sense, there is still some knowledge about alcohol consumption, but this knowledge is now selectively used to alleviate the side effects of the stressful quarantine period, in the individual’s ‘four walls’, without clear notions and reflections on social and situational norms of drinking.

In this paper, the mentioned processes are theoretically analysed. The following central question arises: can we, based on the theoretical assumptions of the sociology of alcohol consumption and on the basis of empirical indicators, determine the potential public health risks of higher rates of alcoholism in the so-called post-Corona period?

**Empirical indicators of drinking during COVID-19**

Before embarking on a theoretical analysis, two basic questions need to be asked.
Are people drinking more or less during the COVID-19 pandemic? How do people drink during the COVID-19? The answer to these questions can be found in several studies that have addressed precisely the phenomenon of alcohol consumption during a pandemic. The fundamental, common-sense hypothesis could have gone in two directions. One is that due to the stress caused then (but also now) by the current situation, there is an increase in the frequency of alcohol consumption. The other hypothesis, quite opposite to the first, claims that due to the closure of places where social alcohol consumption took place, there is a decrease in the total percentage of alcohol consumption.

To be able to detect the way in which alcohol consumption is socially addressed in the COVID-19 situation we must use the available empirical data. So in that sense, Biddle and associates in Australia, based on ANUpoll data (34th ANUpoll in Australia), compared the alcohol consumption rates recorded before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. Data collection for the 34th ANUpoll was realized in May 2020 on a sample of 3219 adult citizens in Australia. It is important to note that the research itself is characterized by some shortcomings – for example the research compared alcohol consumption throughout two different databases. Moreover, data for the COVID-19 drinking patterns were mostly collected online (through panel surveys), which undermines the representativeness of the sample itself when it comes to the nationally representative sample. Despite these shortcomings, the data can serve as a kind of framework (in combination with other research) to set a general picture of alcohol consumption during COVID-19. Namely, this research showed that the rate of alcohol consumption at the time of COVID-19, compared to the data from 2017/2018, is in a slight increase in the male part of the samples and in a significant increase for the female part of the samples. The research was based on self-assessment, which means that the respondents assessed for themselves how different their alcohol consumption is now compared to previous periods. As for the female part of the samples, one of the main predictors for increased alcohol consumption was the role of the mother (those who internalized the role of the mother consumed alcohol to a greater extent during COVID-19). On the other hand, a significant predictor of increased alcohol consumption for men during COVID-19 was loss of work [5]. Research on changes in drinking habits in Australia was also conducted by Callinan and associates. In their study on a sample of 1,684 adult subjects, excessive drinking levels decreased during the pandemic. Callinan and co-workers specifically examined the age factor and concluded that the level of frequency and intensity of alcohol consumption in young respondents decreased, while in middle-aged respondents it increased, primarily in middle-aged women. The main factor associated with higher levels of excessive drinking during COVID-19 in this study was stress levels [6].

Furthermore, in the United Kingdom area, Oldham and associates conducted a similar study to assess differences in drinking habits before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. The survey was also conducted online on a sample of 2777 adult respondents in the UK. In the survey itself, 30% of respondents when asked about the frequency of alcohol consumption during COVID-19, answered that they drink more often than before the COVID-19 period. Of these 30% of respondents, 14% answered that they drink more frequently, but in moderation, and 16% that they drink more alcoholic beverages per occasion of consumption than was the case before the COVID-19 period. In the mentioned research, the reasons for drinking were also analysed. Of those respondents who mentioned drinking more and more often, there was an association with the belief that alcohol could protect them from becoming sick. Moreover, factors associated with the increase were the general impaired mental health of the respondents during quarantine and the financial regression of the individual or family. In this study too, living with children was a significant predictor.
of a higher and more frequent rate of alcohol consumption during COVID-19 [7].

In Germany, an analysis of the purchase of alcoholic beverages was conducted. Sales, i.e. personal purchases of alcoholic beverages compared to last year increased by 6.1% [8,9]. But this data, despite its methodological and statistical accuracy, does not say much. The purchase of alcohol in a quarantine situation can be increased due to a number of factors - such as closed cafes where alcohol would be consumed anyway. Nevertheless, even though buying alcohol insinuates consumption, it is still not consumption. This increase is reflected in purchases but not in consumption [9]. In Poland, the first phase of the project on alcohol consumption during COVID-19 was implemented. The first phase included a period of strict quarantine in Poland from 10 to 20 April 2020 on a sample of 443 respondents. In this case, 30% of respondents reported changes in drinking habits. Of the total sample, 16% of respondents reported consuming less alcohol during a pandemic, and 14% reported consuming more alcohol. Increased levels of alcohol consumption were associated with perceived stress levels, and no statistically significant differences were found in this study with respect to sociodemographic indicators [10].

Research on changes in alcohol consumption habits was also conducted in the area of the former Yugoslavia. The research was conducted by Sutlović and associates on a sample of 930 respondents. The study was conducted online on a convenient sample in which a gender distribution of 659 women and 271 men between the ages of 20 and 45 was obtained. The study included respondents from Croatia (n = 549), Bosnia and Herzegovina (n = 219) and Serbia (n = 169). The results show a declining trend in the frequency of alcohol consumption during COVID-19 compared to earlier periods in all three countries. However, this was also a matter of self-assessment of one’s own alcohol consumption. Respondents in this study more often answered that the increase in alcohol consumption was visible at the level of society in general, but not in themselves [11].

**Theoretical discussion about alcohol consumption during COVID-19**

The presented researches are indicative insofar as they provide certain common features of the results. Although they were carried out with significant shortcomings, it is precisely these common features that provide a degree of relevance of these studies for further theoretical analyses. The social dimension of alcohol consumption is already indicated in the introduction. Alcohol as such is, in its consumption, inseparable from society which gives it the limits of what is permissible. These frames were stratified in the COVID-19 pandemic. Namely, as some basic dimensions of sociability have changed, the ways in which individuals approach alcohol consumption have also changed, but alcohol consumption has not disappeared with the change of social context. It is still present, but in that presence, within the new context, one has to ask how individuals form their own rationality of consumption. What does alcohol mean to an individual during COVID-19? The established meanings of alcohol consumption for the establishment of social relations are set aside. The social role of alcohol in the current context is no longer the main motive for drinking. As there is no possibility of social realization of consumption framework, only the second socially accepted dimension of alcohol consumption remains - alcohol as a socio-historically acceptable anxiolytic. In this sense, the complete social paradigm of the social meaningfulness of alcohol consumption is changing. An individual drinks alcohol not because of the society but for himself. It is precisely this type of drinking, separate from the sociability of alcohol consumption, which was in the old normal labelled as potentially problematic and that leads to alcoholism. Alcoholism in the context of social life is a process of losing the collective level of meaning of drinking alcohol. When in an individual (alcohol as a
kind of aggregate of the interaction ritual of a situation) ceases to fulfil this function [12] and acquires meaning in itself and for itself, there is a label of deviance that society puts on that individual. In this context, the deviance of alcoholism is seen primarily as a social phenomenon (not yet medical) that falls within the domain of labelling. According to Becker [13], labelling is a two-way process - the game of an individual's action and society's reaction to that action (and vice versa). A person becomes deviant only when society in that interplay gives him the label of deviance. In the case of alcohol dependence, society is the first reaction to an individual's alcoholism. The label precedes the diagnosis. Social mechanisms regulate values that will direct conformist action in the direction of reacting to deviation (in relation to alcohol consumption). This social mechanism was not fully applicable during the pandemic. The reason for this lies in the lack of direct social contact and confirmation of the social values that determine alcohol consumption - for example, going out to a cafe with friends for a beer; night out; wedding; family lunches; wakes... All these situations allow the consumption of alcohol in a specific way. As long as consumption is in the service of social, it is acceptable. Without this social contact, there is no reflection on other people's consumption, but also on the own personal consumption. Alcohol consumption in a pandemic, in the absence of direct social contact, in most cases occurs within its own four walls, within direct and immediate social relations - within what is called us-relations within Alfred Schütz's phenomenological sociology [14]. These relationships are imbued with emotions to a greater extent than they-relations, relationships that are relationships between roles and with a high level of anonymity. Consumption in an intimate environment leads to the individualization of the meaning of alcohol. Alcohol then becomes a meaningful means of resolving emotional mismatch within the family: I drink to relax. This is supported by the mentioned empirical data on the connection between the role of motherhood and higher levels of alcohol consumption during COVID-19. Spending time with the family in the role of mother (for whom this role within the home is a role with a high level of responsibility) leads to a higher level of stress, and in parallel to a higher level of alcohol consumption.

However, it is precisely stress within the context of the relationship between alcohol consumption and the pandemic period that is the main factor (and in the empiricism shown) for the increased level of alcohol consumption (increase of the number of drinks per occasion). Namely, the relationship between stress and alcohol consumption can be explained as one that is realized due to a kind of inability to cope with the problem - the inability to adapt to the situation [15,16]. The pandemic period, quarantine and accompanying collective fear are situations in which it is difficult to find methods for adequate adaptation. Stress levels are high, and escaping still seems like the best option. This escape can be found in psychoactive substances. As alcohol is a socially permissible substance, it seems common sense to reach for what society offers us in a situation where most dimensions of social interaction are disabled. In this context occurs individualized drinking. Drinking for one's own sake, and not for the sake of society, gradually leads to drinking for the sake of drinking, is the basis for the social determination of deviant drinking. However, in the case of a pandemic, such drinking, due to paused social mechanisms, cannot be detected and labelled, and thus can be very difficult to process for further diagnosis of alcoholism. Without active social patterns that guide and regulate drinking, on theoretical grounds, it can be said that the pandemic period is a period in which the overall level of alcohol consumption does not increase significantly (since social drinking cannot be realized), but that the risk of alcoholism is significantly higher, as well as the risk of this alcoholism not being detected. One of the indicators for the mentioned is certainly the empirical presentation of the increase in the number of drinks consumed per occasion during quarantine, but also the fact that the
increase in alcohol consumption occurs to a greater extent in middle age persons. Youthful drinking is more closely related to hedonistic drinking. Young people drink more, but also because of society, while the older population drinks less, but they are culturally and socially regulated [17]. That there was no increase in alcohol consumption among young people during quarantine can be explained by the fact that this social dimension was reduced, while the increase in alcohol consumption in middle age is the result of the inability to cope with stress and accumulated family life. So even the empirical data are leading us to explain and understand this phenomena in the domain of sociology.

This paper provides a theoretical analysis of pandemic alcohol consumption as well as an analysis of the risk of accompanying social and medical pathology - alcoholism. Values and social patterns that acted as a kind of regulators of alcohol consumption during the pandemic, and especially during quarantine, were set aside, as they were related primarily to the sociability of the consumption itself. As there was no social interaction, alcohol consumption was not socially meaningful. Yet, within alcohol itself, social meaning exists in an alternative way, and that is the acceptance of alcohol as a substance with which we are allowed to relax during times of high stress (which is ultimately woven into our common sense knowledge). At the time of a pandemic, alcohol acquires a greater individual, rather than social/collective meaning. This is where potential public health problems for the future arise. Namely, society is a protective mechanism of alcohol consumption. Due to society and the value/situational regulations of drinking, alcoholism remains largely the exception and possibly even a rule. Without these regulations, society in a pandemic remains in a value vacuum against alcohol consumption: where there are no limits to consumption (‘no one will complain to us about what we drink and how much we drink’), and it is also tempting to us as a means of reducing the stress (‘because in the end, who wouldn’t drink in the situation we’re in’).

Because of this non-social drinking, potential alcoholism may remain unrecognized primarily due to the impossibility of social sanction (etiquette) of one who practices illicit alcoholism. In the gradual relaxation of society after the pandemic, both structural and value frameworks are revitalized. Alcohol as a substance will regain its social meaning and importance in achieving social solidarity. Labelling and sanctioning illicit drinking will once again become a practice of approving and protecting the allowed drinking. However, the period of negation of these social elements (during the quarantine and pandemic) will remain as an insufficiently healed wound ready to open at any moment. Individualized drinking in the future, and based on this theoretical analysis, may prove to be a potential factor in future increases in alcoholism rates. This estimated increase is the new challenge that awaits the public health system in the upcoming period.
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